I. Roll Call
   - Speaker Dumbauld calls meeting order at 4:00PM
   - Sen. Joseph and Sen. Makarious present at 4:06PM

II. Visitors and Guest Speakers
   - None

III. Approval of the Minutes
   - Minutes are approved.

IV. Committee Reports
   1. Academic Affairs (Hornik)
      1) Monday is our event, “all the things you need to know the places you go” it is 6:30-8PM in the den and get information on tutoring and other resources. We are going to have students there that want to learn more about academic resources, if we can have as many senators come that would be great.

   1. Allocations (Mannam)
      1) We are holding open houses this week and budget requests are due this week and if you have questions about requests that why I am here, ask. Instead of holding office hours we want to table and make it event out of it. We went through our past budget letters and we want to work with Sean to change the student organization handbook and if an organization wants a t-shirt be able to make that happen and different cotton options. I am meeting with our advisor next week.

   1. Facilities and Transportation (Wild)
      1) We did a lot of delegating last meeting, welcome Hannah Cook to the coolest committee ever. We did a lot of things, Homira is getting the EMT cards back in order and some funding things we will be talking about and we are meeting with Wayne soon with CFO Henry and tabling we are looking at Thursday Nov. 10 from 5-7PM and very casual coffee and cookies and get some feedback and we are working on legislation, and storage space funding and talk with Sean about how to be more involved with storage space and there is a lot of other stuff in the committee report.

   1. Justice (Mifsud)
      1) Give this flyer to someone who might not know about this event and it is a big educational aspect of getting this policy out the door and hopefully we can send something up the chain and get something passed. Speaking of which, we are going to hit the ground running with various organizations and make sure we are
doing all we can with the students on campus and starting to really delegate tasks.

1. Residents, Commuters, and Dining (Diop)
   1) We met last Thursday and we had a chilling with SGLC event and we had commuter students come in and what they feel we need to work on and having their new office is appreciated. Also, the eggs in the dining halls are bad so we are working on that and coming up we are having a presentation in the dining hall and getting some business cards advertising for LIT and pass those out in the dining hall so we can reach out to people. We have our tabling coming up. Also, welcome Thomas to RCDC.

1. Safety and Wellness (Joseph)
   1) This past meeting we researched ideas and constructed stuff for the smoke free initiative.

xx) Judicial Report (Pine)
   Chief Justice Pine: No meeting and no cases and just some discussion about catching up and right now and we are working on the SGLC library and it is in the early stages and it is going to be more than filing cabinets and congratulations to the new senators.
   -Sen. Gutierrez is present at 4:20PM

yy) Executive Board (Chavez and Roberts)
   Pres. Chavez: Birthday this week is Sen. Anderson. Padfolio’s I swear I am working on. Adam and I are meeting with Dr. Rooney next week so if there is anything you want us to ask her please let me know. Go to the justice committee panel and please go. I want us to have a presence there. If you say you are going to an event please go. The Dumbach thing, if you sign up to go you have to go and then no one signs up it looks bad.
   VP Roberts: About Lit, I hear there is some interest in that and lit has died and we are thinking of new ways to launch and if you are interested we are meeting soon and have a communicated process and release reports and we have to be putting things on LIT, JEP is a big policy and the smoking ban is something big on LIT and we want to use our platform to make sure we can report things and until then, we pay for LIT and we need to utilize what we are paying for it.
   Pres. Chavez: We have two administrator parts and it holds a lot of information and it cannot be just thrown around and the VP holds the administration and it is very encouraged to work with your committees and amplify LIT.
   Sen. Sheu: We are having laptops out so people can sign up for LIT and use it and get the process started.
   Sen. Hornik: We will promote LIT at our event.
   VP Roberts: If each person from a standing committee could help with the hard launch, that is the ask that I have.
   Sen. Diop: Would it be possible to get business cards made to have at other locations?
   VP Roberts: For sure, we mentioned it earlier so we will get some and F&T will use them.
   Sen. Diop: We are doing a cooking demo in the dining hall and we haven’t established a day.
Mariana: First, what was everyone for Halloween?
Max: I was trash, batman and I was a sorority girl.
CEDIO Sanchez: I have been reaching out to a couple of universities and within the past week I am in conversation with Northwestern and through one of my professors at NPR I am in contact with the diversity officer and today I had a meeting with SDMA and had a proposal for creating a space on campus and he loved it and wants to advocate for it and he wants to house it through residence life and the multicultural learning community and building relationships and they are not easy to have and then you are able to open up and another suggestion was turning into a dialogue series and having different dates planned out and having an application process to join conversations and need to have initial background and also plan 2020 and if you are familiar this initiative go through plan 2020 and carry out an SGLC proposal and make this program SGLC sponsored and I want us to be a moderator and someone who can be an overseer and how is it going on and how to improve and add to it and that is something I am working on. I also attended dreamer committee, it is the university appointed committee and work for undocumented students, they have not touched the Magis scholarship or selected recipients and many students and officers have voiced a concerned and feel that students that came up with this initiative and the administration took it over and the rest of the committee agreed with that and they want to give more ownership back to students and creating a directory of committees and directory of all polices we have passed and see everything Loyola has done and see what we are doing and the committee wants to offer more of a public space and with that being said they want to announce the committee members and presenting in front of USenate and want to have more public space and there has been a lot of talk about students at Arrupe college and concerning that there is a high concentration of undocumented students and how do we get Arrupe students into this university and that is something big to my job because if we can further Arrupe we can further diversity.
CFO Henry: You can find the google link publicly and we will do a big announcement and talking about MAP Saturday and I want to educate you on MAP and MAP grants have provided money for students in all of Illinois and due to budget cuts it has become difficult, 42% of of Illinois adults hold a college degree and a study shows that by 2020 it will increase by 20 percent. Phil is in charge of government relations and we need to do a quick turn around and within November we will send out an email and I want to make you all aware of that and we should try to send you all more information and on Nov. 14 all the schools are sending post cards to all senators of their districts and why they want to keep MAP and we will do a holiday greeting and talk about MAP grants and DePaul’s stats frightened me and they have had a decrease of 10 percent in students and 15 faculty has been slashed.
Anusha: About one fourth of our student population use MAP grants and almost all of Arrupe college and it would be detrimental to see all them go and the fact that MAP grants might not be continued is hard.
CFO Henry: I am coordinating with executive to work on campaigns and other videos to help with MAP.
CEDIO Sanchez: The post card campaign is to fill out all the post cards with people wanting map grants and this is a Illinois wide thing and state senators feels no one cares about the MAP grants and there has been no out reach so they are trying to flood the offices with post cards and we were told that they are going to wait until the presidential election and no party wants to discuss MAP grants and now we can say no matter what we want MAP grants funded. Diversity is a big deal, first generations college students have a different perspective and in way to further diverse ourselves we need to advocate.

CFO Henry: Adam is the communicator between Phil and his office and if anyone is interested on being on the steering committee we will pass it on.

CEDIO Sanchez: If we help with more undocumented students we can help with crunch time and getting them here.

Pres. Chavez: We talked about the Friendsgiving, Taylor will send out an invite and it will be at my home again, Saturday Nov 19 from 2-4PM and please respond and you have to sign up to bring food it is a potluck so bring something and there will be a google doc

Sen. Mifsud: BMOC is next week, I am participating.

zz) Advisors (Moore and Mmeje)

Moore: In case people don’t remember, I made a promise to know everyone’s name and I want to know all of you so I made a promise to know everyone’s first name and the new senators.
-Says self care tip
-Guesses all names of senators present correctly!

V. New Business and Discussion

a. Office Hours Tracking

AG Chmielewski: Every senator must spend time in the SGLC, a lot of talk at executive has been wanting to change office hours and we are thinking that if you attend events that would be counted as office hours. There is a problem with that, one how do we keep track of you.

Sen. Wild: I think we should just trust every senator to do hours. We are enforcing way too much on this we are all adults lets just trust we do the office hours.

Sen. Mannam: My thinking is that is people are in the office, students can come in and talk to us. I am totally open to changing it.

Sen. Mifsud: I think the office hours should count but there should be some sort of way to show presence that you are there and being at an event should that should count as hours.

Sen. Lurquin: If we have people at events, that would be a great way to have office hours.

Sen. Hornik: I don’t think office hours are making a big impact so we hold each other accountable and if I see another senator at an event they know we are there, a sign in sheet is great.

AG Chmielewski: Sign in sheet, what do you mean?

Sen. Hornik: A sign in sheet from the event.
Sen. Anderson: At each peer event, we would take a group picture and our administration and would benefit us on our social platform and it will show the turnout and it will create a ripple effect, if we did a SGLC group picture that would be great.

Sen. Gandhi: How many of us knew that this was on the articles? We are wasting our time talking about ourselves.

AG Chmielewski: It was in legislation, it was your responsibly to know.

Sen. Wild: We shouldn’t be chasing people to do office hours.

AG Chmielewski: Amie I agree that is why I say no homework during senate meetings and no one has been enforcing these and that is the point of enforcing these, I want to get your opinions.

Speaker Dumbauld: I am ending this discussion. If you want to change it, that is for legislation.

b. CSO McNelis: What we heard from our executive meeting is that you want to do stuff but you aren’t sure, this is a template of legislation and it makes writing stuff way easier. The title of this is fill lake Michigan with Nutella, title is make it to the point and so you can convey what you want to do.

Speaker Dumbauld: It is also worth noting there are two ways to write this.

CSO McNelis: Chiefly sponsored, and co sponsored. If it is not something that everyone co-sponsors that is okay. Whereas clauses, it is always a good idea to cite real polls and that gets a general count, always add and make sure you are actively polling students, it is very easy to focus on fixing the world but focus on students first, when dealing with money it is much easier to be approved with using be it resolved, make sure when requesting money do it humbly, have your numbers straight, attach a budget, you need to have a committee, if you are going to co-sponsor your own committee has to sponsor it, you can have an ad hoc, I’ll post it on the group page, if you need help I am happy to help and reach out to me.

c. Amie: Can we limit committee reports? I feel like our senate meetings are just reports and reports so I wanted to bring that up.

AG Chmielewski: I think that is a good idea but I want to see how many would read the committee reports.

Sen. Diop: I think not saying we have an event out loud is not as effective.

Sen. Hornik: Chairs keep committee reports to a minimum.

Sen. Mannam: Are committee reports available to the public? So people out of senate?

CCO Kovathana: Yes.

Sen. Meis: Do we have a calendar? And a contact list?

Pres. Chavez: Yes we do.

Sen. Sheu: Leave the door open for the SGLC if you aren’t having a committee meeting.

CFO Henry: I want to touch upon this, I am on out of the two representatives for board of trustees. There are six committees on board of trustees, what I am trying to say is that whoever your committee chair is reach out to us to refer you to whoever you want and if there is an initiative you want, when I’m working with Wayne we can help you.

Sen. Diop: We do not have a lot of school spirit and that brought the school together, that would be cool to organize that each semester.
Speaker Dumbauld: Did DOP use to be a part of SGLC?  
Advisor Moore: It use to be but it is not anymore, it was just a pilot program and you could create legislation for shared governance.  
Speaker Dumbauld: We are a legislative body and push for change, and we are doing a lot of programming and it has been a little lacking this semester. DOP would be a great place to look.  
Sen. Hornik: I am passionate about school spirit and they brought back homecoming, it really brings the school together.  
Sen. Diop: Not sure how we would pass legislation it is just an idea, and should I get in contact with DOP?  
Advisor Moore: You don’t always have to write legislation just more learning how to program and coordinate outreach and getting energy and to do the outreach. Rambler madness is very similar to what you are describing and there are lots of partnership opportunities and it is very difficult to do it alone.  
CCO Kovathana: Regards to DOP, if you want help, I can help. We can have a consultation program and I know how to program, I can be a resource.  
CSO McNelis: Organic cotton is helpful to bees and they are made of not organic cotton and custom ink, very popular place, if you are interested keep looking at custom order people and make things in organic cotton.  
Sen. Mannam: Would it be just 100 cotton or using organic materials?  
CSO McNelis: 100 cotton is best and polyblends would be cool.  
Sen. Sallese: At the university medical school, they have bee traps and we should focus on Loyola first.  
COS Hines: It has come to my attention people are concerned about student laptops out.  
Sen. Sallese: I think it is important all people are present, there is no reason for students have have laptops out.  
Sen. Wild: Guaranteed all of executive needs laptops because they have lots to do.  
Sen. Mifsud: It is important to have all of the committee together and I don’t care about laptops so long as you are productive.  
AG Chmielewski: Executive is not required to attend meeting so we like to put faith in them and make sure they doing SGLC stuff, you can write legislation.  
Sen. Sallese: We can have notebooks for note taking right? There is no reason to have a laptop out.  
AG Chmielewski: Committee chairs are allowed to have laptops out for committee reports.  
Sen. Sallese: If you are not looking something up, you can always look it up before you get here.  
Sen. Mannam: If there actually is a case where you need your laptop it is up to the discretion of the speaker.  
Sen. Robinson: It is important to not reiterate to executive what we have already said.  
CFO Henry: I think it is agreed upon between executive, we agree with the articles, what I am trying to say is that we are meant to be here for a resource.
COS Hines: Executive is here to be here for questions you can’t answer, we are an agent to bounce ideas off us, there is a mutual accountability between executive and senate and I don’t see laptops as a huge deal.
Sen. Mifsud: I think we have exhausted this conversation and it is time to end it.
Sen. Wild: Write legislation!

VI. Announcements
1. Sen. Mifsud: Thursday November 3rd be there at JEP.
   Assoc. CCO Helstrom: The De Nobili ice cream machine is fixed, will you take a picture of it? Send me videos of the ice cream machine. I want to take a picture of SGLC holding the JEP flyers and people care more about.
   Sen. Wardak: I do have a favor of helping me out and taking picture for of for students with low income and it is a website I am starting so if you are interested please comment on Facebook.
   COS Hines: Inauguration go and watch our president be sworn in.
   Sen. Diop: If anyone wants to set up a group me for the soccer game, let me know.
   Sen. Wild: We are all going skiing.
   Sen. Mifsud: In order to support organizations on campus, get involved, KPU.
   Sen. McCallister: Come to our event in the den on Monday and support Academic Affairs.
   Speaker Dumbauld: I want to see all the chairs after senate.

-Sen. Lurquin motions to adjourn the meeting and Speaker Dumbauld adjourns the meeting at 5:59PM.